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Realize Your Product Promise™



that sets the standard for accuracy.

ANSYS DesignerSI™ is a platform of specialized 

created for engineers designing various signaling 
architectures, including XAUI, XFI, Serial ATA, PCI 

simulation techniques for the design of gigabit 
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intuitive design of experiments (DoE) methods and 

on both electromagnetic and circuit simulation 

electromagnetic simulations on components in a 
circuit using ANSYS HFSS™, ANSYS PlanarEM or 

circuits, the entire resulting circuit can be simulated 

DesignerSI delivers easy signal-integrity, power-integrity and EMI analysis 
to shorten the design cycle.
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Cutout of merged package and PCB structure created 

the Solver on Demand feature in DesignerSI.

  DesignerSI 
 DesignerSI Circuit 
Integrated schematic 

Transient 

™ ™ 

Solver on Demand 

DesignerSI

static) and Nexxim circuit simulation (transient, 

linear and nonlinear circuit simulations. 

DesignerSI Circuit

simulation solution. DesignerSI Circuit includes 

incorporate the transmission line modeler.

Capabilities available in DesignerSI options

DesignerSI

NexximHFSS 

Q3D Extractor

HSPICE
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Dynamic Links

interface and simulation capabilities. Similar to 
Solver on Demand, output from these solvers can 
be linked to DesignerSI, but the products cannot 

DDR3 Virtual Compliance

busses pass or fail JEDEC standards. This solution 

metrics, such as DDR3 data setup and hold 

overshoot, undershoot and more. The virtual 

pass/fail criteria for both the base and the derated 

bounce have on DDR3 timing measurements. Read 

a single environment that parameterizes all corner 

The DDR3 virtual compliance solution is scalable 

Circuit Simulation

 
speed serial channel  

statistical solver

You can customize our DDR3 virtual compliance tools 

customized reports. This solution can create design kits 

it to extend to HDMI, USB, PCIe, GDDR, LPDDR and 
FibreChannel.
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Integrated Statistical and Convolution Analysis 

of serial links. Its statistical methods maintain 

time compared to conventional transient methods. 

bits in a matter of seconds via linear superposition. 

supports GPUs to maximize computation speed. 

supports GPU 

Transmission Line Modeling

matrices and other critical design parameters 

structures.  

Network Data Exploration

Re/Im, Mag/Phase and dB/Phase. A colored map 
of all ports represents the average magnitude/
phase over all frequencies or at a particular 

parametric design variations from HFSS and 
PlanarEM using a neutral model format.
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ANSYS DesignerSI and related electromagnetics 
tools are one part of our suite that delivers 

plethora of advanced capabilities and integrated 

comprehensive range of solutions provides access 

a design process requires. Organizations around 

product promises. 

Design Management and Geometry Import

sophisticated data visualization tools that are 

solver technologies and import ECAD data from 

™

as schematic components, leading to a 

 

Design Exploration

 
 

Systems-Level Integration

solution that involves circuits and components. It 
serves as the environment for combining various 
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ANSYS DesignerSI

Other ANSYS Engineering Simulation Capabilities

Simulation Post-Processing ArchivePre-Processing

Design  
Management

Circuit Simulation EM Field  
Simulation

ECAD Integration Multiphysics HPC Design  
Optimization

Data Management

The ANSYS suite 
provides model

creation functions 

importing ECAD 
data from various 
sources. In 

leading ECAD 
developers 
to ensure an  

To help ensure a 
successful product, 
R&D teams must 

The ANSYS suite 
captures the 
interaction of 

mechanics and 

actions. A single, 

harnesses the 

enables their 

computing enables 
creation of large, 

and detailed 
insight. ANSYS 

solutions and 

Good design starts 

the relationship 

mance and design 
variables. ANSYS 
DesignXplorer  
enables engineers 
to perform design 
of experiments 

investigate 
response surfaces 

 
constraints in 
pursuit of optimal 
design candidates.

ANSYS EKM™ 
addresses critical 
issues associated 

data, including 
backup and 
archival, 

and audit trail, 
process automa
tion, collaboration 
and capture of 
engineering         
expertise, and  
IP protection.

ANSYS Workbench 

broadest and 
deepest suite  
of advanced 
engineering 
simulation tech

unprecedented 

enabling 

Product 
Development™.

Manage circuit/
electromagnetic 

 
 

technology

Virtual Compliance Statistical and 
Convolution 
Analysis

 

Transmission 
Line Modeler



customers in the most demanding markets have trusted our solutions to help ensure 

trademarks or trademarks of ANSYS, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States or other countries. All other 
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